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An award-winning, hilariously funny middle-grade series about guinea pigs who act like other pets will
move its author, Patrick Jennings, into the ranks of much-loved writers, such as Louis Sachar and Andrew
Clements.

When Rufus, Murphy, Lurena, and their pets go camping, they meet Pedro, a shy boy who seems afraid of
just about everything--especially the water. One thing leads to another and the kids go into a nearby town to
buy him a pet to cheer him up--a guinea pig, naturally. Yet what they bring home may look like a guinea pig,
but it can swim--like an otter!

Guinea Dog has appeared not only on many state lists, but on county and school district lists as well. Here
are just some of its appearances: Hawaii NeNe Award Nominee, Washington State Sasquatch Award
Nominee, Massachusetts Children's Book Award Honor, Florida Sunshine State Master List, Kansas Winner
of the William Allen White Award, Colorado Children's Book Award Nominee, New Hampshire Great
Stone Face Award Master List, and Texas's Cy-Fair Horned Toad Tales List.

"Short, manageable chapters; a breezy, conversational style; and indentifiable characters...make this a good
choice."--Booklist

"Early-chapter book readers will enjoy..."--School Library Journal

"The writing is strong, the characters are a lot of fun, and the story just plain enjoyable ...There's a little
something everyone can enjoy in this last Jennings number."--Betsy Bird, Fuse8

Patrick's website is patrickjennings.com, or you may follow him on Twiitter @pjenningswrites.

Releases simultaneously in electronic book format (ISBN 978-1-60684-555-4).
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From reader reviews:

Katy Pinkham:

Do you have favorite book? For those who have, what is your favorite's book? E-book is very important
thing for us to be aware of everything in the world. Each reserve has different aim or even goal; it means that
e-book has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. These are
reading whatever they acquire because their hobby is reading a book. Why not the person who don't like
reading through a book? Sometime, man or woman feel need book after they found difficult problem or
maybe exercise. Well, probably you should have this Guinea Dog 3.

Richard Williams:

Do you among people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold on guys
this aren't like that. This Guinea Dog 3 book is readable through you who hate those perfect word style. You
will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without leaving perhaps
decrease the knowledge that want to give to you. The writer regarding Guinea Dog 3 content conveys
objective easily to understand by a lot of people. The printed and e-book are not different in the articles but it
just different available as it. So , do you nevertheless thinking Guinea Dog 3 is not loveable to be your top
collection reading book?

Donald Bonilla:

This book untitled Guinea Dog 3 to be one of several books which best seller in this year, here is because
when you read this e-book you can get a lot of benefit onto it. You will easily to buy that book in the book
retailer or you can order it through online. The publisher with this book sells the e-book too. It makes you
quickly to read this book, as you can read this book in your Touch screen phone. So there is no reason to
your account to past this e-book from your list.

Aurora Foster:

A lot of book has printed but it differs from the others. You can get it by online on social media. You can
choose the top book for you, science, comedy, novel, or whatever by means of searching from it. It is
referred to as of book Guinea Dog 3. You can contribute your knowledge by it. Without departing the printed
book, it can add your knowledge and make anyone happier to read. It is most essential that, you must aware
about publication. It can bring you from one destination to other place.
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